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INTRODUCTION 
Let WY D)=C,,,., c,(x)D” be a linear partial differential operator 
with analytic coefficients c,, D = -ia, and L2 an open subset of R”; we 
denote by G’“)(Q) the class of Gevrey functions of order S, 1 es < 03. The 
operator L is said to be @)-solvable in 52 if for every f in G:)(Q), the space 
of all the Gevrey functions of order s with compact support, there exists a 
solution U, in the space of ultradistributions Gtr(sZ), of the equation 
Lu =f: We shall speak similarly of (co )-solvable operators when, in the 
above sentence, the class CF of all the indefinitely differentiable functions 
with compact support takes the place of Gt’ (and 9’ of Gr”). 
Owing to these definitions of solvability, when an operator L is not 
(s)-solvable then it is also not (t)-solvable for any t, s < t < co; we can 
therefore obtain non-solvability results in the class of indefinitely differen- 
tiable functions from non-solvability results in some Gevrey classes. Vice 
versa, dealing with operators whose unsolvability in the C” category is 
known, we could study up to which orders s they remain (s)-unsolvable. 
This way of considering the problem of the solvability of differential 
operators was introduced by Rodino in [13] and then carried on by the 
author in [3]; this last work, in particular, is the starting point of the 
present paper (see also [4]). 
We shall study here necessary conditions for the local solvability (that is, 
in small neighborhoods of points in R”) in Gevrey classes of differential 
operators with analytic coefficients of the form 
P(x, D) = P;(x, D) + Q(x, D) + W, D), 
where P, is an m-order operator of real principal type, Q is of order 
mr - 1, and R denotes lower order terms. 
When r = 1 the operator P is (00 )-solvable for every Q and R ([7]; see 
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also [lo], [S], where P, is complex, and Cl], for C” coefficients). The 
local solvability in the case r = 2 for operators of this type has been studied 
by Rubinstein [14], Popivanov [ll], Egorov [6], Menikoff [9], Wenston 
[ 163, in the C” setting, and by the author in the Gevrey classes [3]. More 
precisely, in [3] it has been proved that, when r = 2, operators of the 
above mentioned form are not (s)-locally solvable, for s > 2, at the points 
x0 in R” having this property: there exists a vector 5’ in R”\ (0) such that 
P,(xo, 5”) = 0, and the imaginary part of the principal symbol of Q has an 
odd order zero at (x0, 5’) along the null bicharacteristic strip of P, 
through (x0, 5’). 
We shall therefore consider the case r 2 3. Necessary conditions for the 
local solvability of operators with the above form and with characteristics 
of this type have been given in [17] and [3], where is studied the case 
r-2 
P(x, D) = P;(x, D) + c (Rio P;-j)(x, D) + P,(x, D); 
j=l 
the operators Rj are of order j(m - l), P, of order r(m - 1) + 1. 
The results of local unsolvability in the Gevrey classes we find here are 
contained in Theorems 2.1, 3.1; a fortiori, they supply results of local 
unsolvability in the C” category which were not previously known (see 
however [ 123, where the case r = 3 is considered). 
This paper runs as follows. In the first section we state precisely some 
definitions given rather quickly in this Introduction; we also recall some 
results which are essential in the following, in particular a necessary 
condition for the local solvability in the Gevrey classes. The second section 
contains the proof of Theorem 2.1, where we are concerned with the case 
in which the imaginary part of the principal symbol o(Q) of Q does 
not vanish identically on the characteristic manifold of P,. A simple model 
for the operators considered in Theorem 2.1 is given in R2 by 
0: + (1 + it”) D:- ‘, where h is an odd integer; our results show that this 
operator is not (s)-locally solvable at (0,O) when s > r/(r - 1). 
In the third section we prove Theorem 3.1, where we are concerned with 
the case in which a(Q) and some of its derivatives with respect to the dual 
variables are real on the characteristic manifold of P,. The class of the 
operators studied in this section includes, for instance, operators such as 
D;+[(l+it)D:-‘+D”,-‘]D:~“, where k is an integer, 2<k<r-1. In 
this case we do not have (s)-local solvability at (0,O) when s > r/(r - k). 
The techniques used in the proofs of these theorems have been partly 
employed in [3] and consist essentially in the construction of an 
approximate solution of the homogeneous equation ‘Pw = 0 by means of 
suitable phase and amplitude functions. The norm in the Gevrey classes of 
such a “solution” is then estimated by using a method due to Ivrii [S]. 
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1. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let 52 be an open set in R”, K a compact subset of Q; let q, s be real 
numbers. We shall always assume q > 0 and s > 1. 
We denote by G’“‘(K, q) the class of functions cp E Cm(K) such that the 
norm 
1~; K, s, y11 = c ID”cp; L2(K)( q’“‘/cr!” (1.1) 
3 
is finite, and set Gg’(K, q) = G’“‘(K, q) n CF( K). The spaces G’“)(K, q) and 
Gg’(K, q) are Banach spaces under the norm (1.1); we call Gevrey classes 
of order s in Q the function spaces obtained as follows: 
G’“‘(l2) = & lim G’“‘(K, q) 
KC0 q-0 
Gt)(Q)= lim lim -- Gg)(K q) ? . 
KCJZ q-0 
Ultradistributions of order s in D are then defined as the elements of the 
strong dual spaces G(“)‘(Q), Gg”(sZ) of G’“‘(Q), Gg’(SZ), respectively. 
The class G(“‘(K, q) is not closed under the operations of derivation and 
product of functions; we have however the following results. 
LEMMA 1.1 [3]. Let K be a compact subset of R”, q a positive real 
number, cp, + functions in G’“)(K, q); then for every positive real number E 
there exists a positive constant C, depending on E, K, q but not on q, @, such 
that 
ID%; K s, v-4 <C Irp; K s, ‘II (1.2) 
Ink K s, v-4 =G C 1~; K s, rll . Iti; K s, VI. (1.3) 
In the following pages we shall make use of a function of the form 
exp(i;l’ll/, + il’- ‘11/I + . . . + i,l$, _ ,); we give here an estimate of its norm 
in the spaces G’“‘(K, q). 
LEMMA 1.2 [S, 31. Let +0, $I,, . . . . ll/r-, be analytic functions in an open 
set U, r>l; assume that the first k of these functions, that is 
I(/03 *, 7 *..9 tik _ , , 1 < k < r, are real in U. Let A be a real positive parameter 
and K a compact subset of U, Then 
lexp(iA’~,+i~‘-‘$,+ ... +il+,-,);K,s,q( 
< Cexp(c,A’-k + d(nAr)““), 
where ck = SUP,,~( -1m tik(x)) and the positive constants C, d do not 
depend on t], I, K. 
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We now state a necessary condition for solvability in Gevrey classes for 
differential operators. First we give a definition. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let P = P(x, D) be a differential operator in 0; we say 
that P is (s)-solvable in IR if for every function f in Gg’(IR) there exists an 
ultradistribution u in Gt’(Q) such that Pu = f in ~2. 
If x0 is a point of B we say that P is @)-locally solvable at x,, if it is 
(s)-solvable in some neighborhood of x0 contained in !C2. 
LEMMA 1.4 [3]. Let P be a dgferential operator, assumed to be 
(s)-solvable in a; then for every q > 0, E > 0, for every compact set K 
contained in !l.l there exists a positive constant C such that 
I~;C~~~126Cl~;~,~,?-~I~I’~~;~,~,rl-~I (l-4) 
for every function cp in Gg’(K, q). We have denoted by ‘P the formal adjoint 
of P. 
Remark that the need of considering in (1.4) the norms in G(“‘(K, q - E) 
is due obviously to Lemma 1.1. 
2. OPERATORS WITH SUBPRINCIPAL SYMBOL HAVING 
THE IMAGINARY PART NON-IDENTICALLY VANISHING ON 
THE CHARACTERISTIC MANIFOLD 
Let Pm(x9 5) = Cl,, Gm a,(x) t;” be a polynomial of degree m with real 
analytic coefficients in a neighborhood 52 of a point x0 in R”; we shall 
indicate by a(P,)(x, 5) = C,,, =m a,(x)[’ its principal symbol. 
Denote by 
P’,(x, D) = Pm(x, D) 0 . . . 0 Pm(x, D) 
r times 
the operator obtained by the composition of the operator P, with itself 
r times. Moreover let Q, R be polynomials in n indeterminates of degree 
mr - 1, mr - 2, respectively, both with analytic coefficients in 52. 
We shall consider in this section operators P = P(x, D) of the form 
P(x, D) = P;(x, D) + Q(x, D) + R(x, D) 
with r > 3. We assume that there exists a vector 5’ in R”, 5’ # 0, such that 
4PAx0, to) = 0 v,w,)(xo, toI z 0 (2.1) 
dQ)(xo, lo) # 0. (2.2) 
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In (2.1) V, denotes the gradient with respect to the dual variables. Let 
(x(t), t(t)) be the null bicharacteristic strip of a(P,) passing through 
(x0, 5’) when t = 0; we suppose that 
the imaginary part of a(Q)(x(t), r(t)) has at t = 0 an odd 
order zero; if I is odd the ensuing change of sign is from 
- to +. (2.3) 
Remark that all the hypotheses we have done are invariant under 
changes of coordinates; in particular, on the characteristic manifold of P,, 
a(Q) is the subprincipal symbol of P. 
We can then state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let P= Pk + Q + R with r > 3 and assume that 
(2.1)-(2.3) hold. Then the operator P is not (s)-locally solvable at x0 when 
s > r/(r - 1). 
A similar non-solvability result, in the C” category, has been proved by 
Popivanov and Popov [ 121 when r = 3, m = 1. 
Since the proof of this theorem is a bit long, we expose briefly what we 
are going to do. To begin, we can suppose x,=0; moreover, since the 
hypotheses (2.1t(2.3) are independent of the terms in P, and Q of degree 
lower than m, mr - 1, respectively, we shall consider P, and Q as 
homogeneous, omitting then the sign 0 of principal symbol. Let ;1 be a real 
positive parameter, v a function in G (S), defined in a neighborhood of 0. We 
first study the action of ‘P on v exp(i1’+, + iA’-‘+, + . .. + i&G_ ,): we 
write 
‘P(x, D)(v exp(iA’$, + iA’-‘$, + ... + iA*,- ,)) 
=exp(i~‘~o+i~‘-‘tj9,+ . . . +iA$,_,) 
. (C&(X) A?” + crzm- 1(x) #I$“- l+ . . -), (2.4) 
where the coefficients Cj(x), j = 0, 1, . . . . r2m, are independent of 1. Because 
of Hypothesis (2.1) there exist two real analytic functions, u + and 
u- = -u+, defined in a neighborhood of 0, satisfying 
IP,(x, vu * ) = 0, 24~(0)=0, Vuf(0) = *to. (2.5) 
If we choose tie = U+ or I(/0 = U- (the choice will depend on considering the 
bicharacteristic strip through (0, to) or (0, -lo)), then the coefficients C,Z,, 
Crh?-l, *--, CSm--r+l will vanish identically (in a neighborhood of 0). The 
phase functions $r, $*, . . . . 1,5-r are then determined in such a way as to 
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make equal to zero the r- 1 coefficients C,Z,,_,, C,J,,-,- ,, . . . . C,Z,-~,+~. 
At this point, by solving the transport equations, one can find an 
amplitude function u, depending on 2 and equal to one at 0, vanishing 
some other coefficients. The “approximate solution” w  = v exp( iA’+, + 
id’-‘+,+ . . . + U$,- i) of the homogeneous equation ‘Pw = 0 then makes 
the right hand side of (1.4) sufficiently small, when s > T/(T - 1 ), but leaves 
the left hand side 2 1; thus, there is not (S)-local solvability at 0 if 
s > r/(r - 1). 
Because of what is said above, the coefficients Cj, j= 0, 1, . . . . r’m, will 
change according to whether tiO = U+ or Ic/O = u ~. Not to make notations 
exceedingly heavy we set u = a+ and study the action of ‘P on 
u exp(i1’u + iA’- ‘til + . . . + i@- ,); the expression of the coefficients 
relative to the choice $0 = U- will be then immediately deduced. 
We remark that 
‘p= (-1)“’ 
aV 
Q+irP;-’ c--= j axj atj 1 I + ... ’ 
where the dots represent terms of order at most mr - 2. We begin therefore 
by considering the action of Pk; for this we need a formula proved in [3]. 
If $ is an analytic function then 
P;(u exp(il’u + iAll/)) 




c PI;I’(x,Vu) g Iv 
j 3 1 (2.7) 
E2 = r 
C 
c PE’(x, Vu) g. 1 ‘-’ 1 P$‘(x, VU) D,u + A(x)v. (2.8) i I h 
In (2.8) A(x) is an analytic function defined in a neighborhood of 0; 
we have denoted Pg’= aP,/a<, and we shall write, in the following, 
c,(x) = pgyx, Vu(x)), j= 1, 2, . ..) n. 
We take now $=~,-2$,+;lr-3$2+ ... +IC/,-i, where $l,...,$,-l are 
analytic functions; then 
P;(uexp(iA’u+il,-‘$,+ . . . +Utj,_,)) 
=exp(iA’u+il’-‘$,+ . . . +i,+?-,) 
x [E,(~)~2m-“r-“+E2(~)~r2”-r’r-“-1+ . ..I. (2.9) 
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where it is easy to see that the missing terms, noted by dots, contain 
powers of A with exponent smaller than r2m - 2r, and 
E,(n)= 
= (2.10) 
with Kj = Ch ch a$jf&,, j = 1,2, . . . . r - 1. The second term in the sum 
between brackets in (2.9) contains powers of A with exponent at most 
r*m - r(r - 1) - 1 + (r - l)(r - 2) = r*m - 2r + 1 and therefore the coef- 
ficients C12m _ ,, Cr2, - , - 1, . . . . Cr2m - 2r + 2 are supplied only by (2.10). From 
the multinomial identity 
.” +(r--1)u,m,) ) 
where the sum in the right hand side is performed over all the integers 
a,>O,h=1,2 ,..., r-l,witha,+...+a,-,=r;ifwedefine 
L,+j=c , I-! KY1 . ..K.:; j = 0, 1, . . . . r2 - 2r, (2.11) 
4. ..-arpI! 
where the sum is meant again over the integers ah > 0, h = 1,2, . . . . r - 1, 
with a, + ... +a,-,=r but moreover a,+2a,+ ... +(r- l)a,-, =r+ j, 
we can then write 
(2.12) 
LEMMA 2.2. For j=O, 1, . . . . r -2 the coefficient of A”“-‘-j in (2.9) is 
L,, jv. For these values of the index j the terms L,, j have the expression 
L ‘+I =rK’-‘Kj+l+p(K,, . . . . Kj), 
where q is a polynomial in K,, . . . . Kj with positive integer coefficients. 
Proof: The first part of the lemma is a consequence of (2.10) and of 
what was remarked after that formula. Considering now (2.1 l), we see that 
among the possible combinations of positive integers a,, . . . . a,- 1 in the sum 
defining L, + j therearea,=r-l,a,+, =l,a,=Oifh#l andh#j+l;no 
other combinations can have ak # 0 when k 2 j + 1. Since the multinomial 
coefficients are positive integer numbers the lemma is completely proved. 
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We study now the action of the operator Q on u exp(iJ’u + 
iA’-‘+, + ... +U$,+,). As above we write 
Q(uexp(il’u+il’-‘$, + ... +Ulc/,-,)) 
mr*-. 
= exp( i1’u + iA’ - $!I I + ... + i/b)-,) 1 F,,,,z~,-~?‘~~-~-~ 
j=O 
and establish a lemma which will be used most of all in the following 
section (the functions $, , . . . . $I- i are supposed to be analytic). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let j be any of the integers 0, 1, . . . . r - 2. Then the 
coefficient F,z, _ r _ j is of the form 
Frzm--r-j= 1 Q”‘(x, VU) @f o + C A,,~(x) Q”‘(x, VU)O, 
IYI =i I4 <i 
where A,, j(x) are analytic functions, defined in a neighborhood of 0, depend- 
ing on the phase functions 11/I) . . . . $j. 
Proof: Write Q(x, 0 =ClrxlzmrP1 b,(x)t*. If u, Ic/ are smooth functions 
we have 
Q(x, D)(v exp(i@)) = exp(i@) 1 (;)($“-“* b,Dflv 
.B m-fl,k(itip})Ak> (2.13) 
where the sum is meant over lal=mr-1, p<a, l<k<[a-BI; 
I) = (d’P~ll//~xp)(x). The B ~ oL B,k are Bell’s (partial exponential) polyno- 
mials: about their definition and some properties we refer to [lS], [3], or 
[2], where n = 1. In order to have simpler notations we shall write in the 
following Bor-&$) instead of Bol--B,k( {tip}). 
From (2.13) we infer then 
Q(x, D)(v exp(iL’u + i1’-‘$, + ... + ii+,- 1)) 
=exp(iil’u+iA’-‘+,+ ... +Uij-,) 1 a! 
1 la-PI-k 
/I! y1! .**yr! i 0 
.;lk+(rel)h,+(r-2)/q+ . ..+/I-. 
2 (2.14) 
where we perform the sum over 1x1 =mr-1, /?<a, l<k<Ia-Pl, 
yi+ . . . + 7, = a - fi, h, + . . . + h, = k. We have therefore an explicit 
expression for the coefficients Fmr2- ~ ~ j, j = 0, 1, . . . . mr2 - r: 
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F nw-r-j- -c B!ylyj..yr! (f)‘a-B’-*h,DPUBy*,~,(U) 
where the sum is meant as the preceeding one but with 
rh,+(r-I)&+ ... +h,=mr2-r-j. 
When j= 0, 1, . . . . r - 2, we must have k =mr- 1, since otherwise 
rh, +(r- l)h,+ ... +h,,<mr2-2r; then B=O. Moreover, since IGL~= 
mr-l=h,+ ... + h, and /yIJ > h, (definition of Bell’s polynomials), then 
ly,l = h,, I= 1, 2, . . . . r. 
Therefore, when j = 0, 1, . . . . r - 2, 
~,(VU)~’ (VlCI,)y2...(VICII--I)Yr~, (2.15) 
with the sum over 1111 = mr - 1, h, + . . . + h, = mr - 1, rh, + 
(r- l)h,+ ... +h,=mr2-r-j, y1 + . . . +~,=a, ly,l =hr, I= 1, 2, . . . . r. 
This is to say 
Fmr2--r-j=C Q (2.16) 
The sum is again as in (2.15) but without y1 ; here, as usual, Q@)(x, 5) = 
(8”lQ/8g”)(x, 5). Among the admissible choices of h,, . . . . h, in (2.16) there 
is h,=mr-l-j, h2=j, h,=h,= ... = h,=O; in the other cases 
h,>mr-l-j, and then h,+ ... + h, < j. The lemma is therefore proved. 
Let us now recall that the term of order mr - 1 in ‘P is 
(-l)“‘-‘[Q+ irP;-’ Cj P$)j]; from Lemma 2.3 we see that the term 
P;- ’ xi P:‘j d oes not give any contribution in the calculus of the coef- 
ficients C,Z,‘- I, . . . . C,Z, _ 2r + 2. Then we obtain the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let +,, = u in (2.4); then 
C?,,_,= (-l),, [K; -Q(x, Vu)]v. 
The r - 2 coefficients C,Z,- I- j, j = 1, 2, ,,., r - 2, are of the form 
~~~,,-,~~=(-l)~~ rK~~lKj+,+B’j- 1 Q@‘(x,Vu). 
t6l =i 
where 9?j stands for a sum of terms such as A,(x) Q@)(x, VU), 0 Q 1~1 cj. 
These terms are analytic in a neighborhood of 0, if so are the phase functions, 
and depend on $ 1, . . . . tij but not on the remaining I/I~+ 1, . . . . $,. 
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At last 
CA-2,+1=(-1Y rK’-’ c cjDjv + Sv 1 , (2.18) j 
with S an analytic function at 0 (zf so are the phase functions). 
We can now pass to the determination of the phase functions 
II/ ,, . . . . (I/,-i ; the first one of these, $I) will be chosen in such a way as to 
make identically equal to zero the coefficient C,Z,,-, and to have non- 
negative imaginary part. In the following there will be need to consider, 
besides the bicharacteristic strip (x(t), t(t)) through (0, to), also that 
through (0, -to), say (y(t), r](t)); recall that 
if m is odd 
if m is even. 
whether tie = u+ or 1+5~‘: u 
We write c:(x) = P, (x, Vu-‘(x)), j= 1,2, . . . . n; moreover, according to 
-, we denote the respective coefficients by C: or 
C,, h = 0, 1, . . . . r*m, omitting the sign when it is not essential. 
LEMMA 2.5. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are verzfied; 
denote by tc the (odd) multiplicity of the zero at (0, 4’) of Im Q when 
restricted to the null bicharacteristic strip (x(t), tl( t)). Then we can choose 
functions I,!I~ = u f and #I, in such a way that the respective coefficient C,Z, ~, 
in (2.4) vanishes identically in a neighborhood of zero. Moreover the function 
t/I is analytic in 0, til(0)=O, and Im ti1(x)3 C(x)“+’ in a neighborhood 
of 0; C is a positive constant. 
Proof From (2.1) and (2.5) we see that there is at least an index j, 
1 G j < n, such that c: (0) # 0: we suppose without any loss of generality 
that j = 1. We consider first the case r even, Q(0, 5’) > 0, K = 1, the change 
of sign of Im Q(x( t), t(t)) at t = 0 is from - to + . 
Set f(x)= (Q(x, VU+))‘/~; we want to apply Lemma 6.1.4 in [7] with 
aj = c,? (0), fk = (Jf/ax,)(O), j, k = 1, . . . . n. In fact a, # 0 and 
Im Cchi(O) $- (0) 
h h 
=; (Q(C), to))-‘+‘/’ Im c C(O) & (Qk Vu’)) Lo 
h h 
=$ (Q&4 to))- ‘+w - Im Q(x(t), 5(t)) ),=o>O. ; 
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Therefore there exists a symmetric matrix (olik) with positive defined 
imaginary part satisfying 
1 %jc:(O)=-g (O), k= 1,2, . ..) n. 
i k 




$= c ajkxjxk on x1 =O, 
i,k 
(2.19) 
finding an analytic function I,+ with $(O) = 0. Moreover 
g (O)= 
1 
(Q,;y ER\ (01, 
1 




when j, k = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Then Im Ii/(x) Z C 1x1’ in a neighborhood of 0 for some positive constants 
C. This proves the lemma in this particular case, since + obviously makes 
C ,:, ~ I equal to zero. 
If the change of sign is, on the other hand, from + to -, we consider 
the Cauchy problem 
(2.20) 
Ic/ = 1 pjkxjxk on x1=0, 
j.k 
where the matrix (bjk), with positive defined imaginary part, is looked for 
in the same ways as the (o(jk). As r is even, the solution of (2.20) again 
makes C$,+, equal to zero. 
When Q(0, 5’) < 0, since mr - 1 is odd, we pass to the bicharacteristic 
strip through (0, -to); then Q(0, -5’) >O and one proceeds as in the 
former case (obviously this time Ii/o = U- and we have cJ: in place of CT ). 
We have thus proved the lemma when r is even and K = 1. 
If again K = 1 but r is odd we proceed along the lines of the previous 
case; however we have now only one real determination of the rth root. 
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Remark moreover that in this case Im(d/dt) Q(x(t), g(t)) 1 t=O has the same 
sign as Im(d/&) Q(y(t), q(t)) /,=0. Both these facts explain the lack of 
symmetry in (2.3). 
When rc 2 3 the proof is a bit different; since, however, our assumptions 
are invariant under changes of coordinates, one can easily modify the 
similar one given in [ 161 (see also [3]). 
The lemma is therefore proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We choose then $0 and + i as in the above 
lemma. The phase functions $*, tj,, . . . . JI, _ i are found more quickly: once 
known $, , . . . . 1+9, ( 1 ~,j d r - 2) the Cauchy-Kovalevsky theorem gives 
*j+l as an analytic solution of the equation 
(see (2.17)). Therefore, after these choices, the first non-vanishing coef- 
ficient in (2.4) is Crz,,- Zr+ i, which has the form specified in (2.18) (when 
+,, = u = U+ ). Summing up we have 
‘P(x,D)(uexp(i~‘~,+i~‘-‘II/, + ... +U$,-,)) 
= exp(il’ll/, + iA’-‘tj31 + ... + i@- 1) ‘PA(x, D)u, 
where 
‘PJX, D)=Ar2m-2r+’ &(x, D) + 
1 
r2m - 2r + 1 
1 II-jQj(x, D) 1 ; j= 1 
we have set 
Qo(x, D) = (-l),’ 
( 
rK;-‘(x) 1 cj(x) Dj+ S(x) 
i > 
and denoted by Q,(x, D) some differential operators of order <mr with 
analytic coefficients. 
At this point the proof goes on by following very closely the proof of 
Theorem 1 in [8]. By the Cauchy-Kovalevsky theorem we find some 
analytic functions uy), k = 0, 1, . . . . by solving the transport equations 
1 
Qo(x, D)ui’) = 0 
Qob D)u ik’= -1 I-jQj(x, D)uy-” k> 1 
i 
y(O) = 1 1 3 up = 0 on xi =0 ka 1; 
the index j in the sum runs from 1 to min(k, r2m - 2r + 1). 
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Now let K be a sufficiently small compact neighborhood of 0; then there 
exist positive constants B and M such that, given the value 2BeLN to 1 
(L > 1, N a positive integer), the following estimate holds true: 
‘u(f); K, s, 41 < Be-Lk+4MN k=O, 1, . . . (2.21) 
(see (3.15) in [S]). Therefore if we set Vi”“)=Ccf, uik) (where c is a 
positive integer to be specified below), (2.21) yields 
c WV $““; K, s, ~1 < 2Be4MN. (2.22) 
Since, because of the choice of the functions uy’, it is 
‘?I’2 - 2r rd - 2r 
‘p,v$N=‘= h;, C ~--hQhu;--m’=+2’+i), 
j=h 
the estimate (2.21) gives (A = 2BeLN) 
I fp, v, (N’); K, s, qj< Ce ~ LNC + 4MN 
for some positive constants C. 
(2.23) 
Now let x be a function in Gt)(K, q), x identically equal to one 
in a neighborhood of 0, and consider the function u1 =xViNc) 
.exp(iI’IC/o+ iJ.-‘$, + ... +ih,b-,). From Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 and 
Eq. (2.22) it then follows that, for some positive constants C depending on 
E > 0, 
lu,;K,s,r-&l~Cexp(4MN+c,~‘-2+d(ll~’)1’”), (2.24) 
where ;i = 2Be’N. Here, as usual, the same letter C may denote different 
positive constants; in particular we do not explicitly denote and recall the 
dependence of these constants on E, since it is inessential in what follows. 
Again by Lemma 1.1 we have 
I’Pu,;K,s,~-EI<CJ~PV 1”“; K,s, ~1 .lexp(iA’$,+ ... +iA$,-,); K,s, ~1 
+ Cl ““-2’+l c ‘D*ViN’); K, s, ?I 
la1 c “2’ 
.lexp(zI’$,+ Se. +i,ItjP,); Knsupp(VX),s,qI. 
Then (2.23) and Lemmas 1.2 and 2.5 imply 
[‘Pu,; K, s, q--&l <Cexp(-LNc+4MN+c2’I-2+d(r$‘)““) 
-i-CL ‘2m-2’+1 exp(4MN+c,il’-‘+d(@‘)““), (2.25) 
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where, as before, 1= 2BeLN; c1 < 0. From (2.24) and (2.25) we obtain 
< C exp[8MN- LN”+ 2c,(2BeLN)‘-* + 2 dq”s(2BeLN)r’s] 
+ C exp[SMN+ c,(2BeLN)‘-’ + c,(2BeLN)‘-* + 2 d~“‘(2BeLN)““]. 
(2.26) 
If we choose now c > max(r - 2, r/s) then the argument of the exponential 
function in the first term of the right hand side of (2.26) is negative when 
N is sufficiently large. The same thing happens in the second term if 
r/s < r - 1, that is if s > r/(r - 1). Thus, if s > r/(r - 1 ), the left hand side in 
(2.26) becomes small as we want, as N goes to infinity, while, since 
via’(O)= 1, there results lu,; C(K)1 > 1. Then the necessary condition for 
(s)-solvability as stated in Lemma 1.3 is not verified. The theorem is 
therefore proved. 
3. OPERATORS WITH REAL SUBPRINCIPAL SYMBOL ON 
THE CHARACTERISTIC MANIFOLD 
We study in this section operators as P(x, D)=PL(x, D)+ Q(x, D)+ 
R(x, D), described in the former section; we maintain Assumptions (2.1) 
and (2.2) but introduce, in place of (2.3), a condition of realness of the 
principal symbol of Q and of some of its derivatives. 
Let us denote by C = {(x, 5) E T*(Q)\ (0); a(P,)(x, 5) = 0} the 
characteristic manifold of P,. We assume that there exists an integer k, 
2 <k d r - 1 (recall that r k 3) such that 
g(Q)@) is real on C if 06 1~1 dk-2 (3.1) 
a(Q)‘B’ is real at (x0, 5”) if //?I = k - 1. (3.2) 
Let us suppose c,(xo) = o(P,)(‘)(x,, to) # 0; set then q(t) = 
Im(ak ~ ‘a(Q)/@- ‘)(x(t), c(t)). We make the following further assump- 
tion : 
q(t) has a simple zero at t = 0; if both r and k are even 
then cl(xo) q(t) changes its sign from - to +, if both r 
and k are odd then q(t) changes its sign from - to + . (3.3) 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P(x, D) = P’,(x, D) + Q(x, D) + R(x, D) us above, 
satisfying Assumptions (2.1) (2.2), (3.1t(3.3). Then P is not (s)-locally 
solvable at x0 when s > r/(r - k). 
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We have supposed that q(t) has a zero of order one at t = 0, differently 
from (2.3), where the multiplicity, more generally, was odd. This is due to 
the fact that, as seen in the proof of Theorem 2.1, the cases in which the 
order of vanishing is one or greater than one are handled in slightly 
different ways; in particular this second case is proved by performing a 
change of coordinates “straightening” the bicharacteristics. But while (3.1) 
and (3.2) are invariant under such changes, the same is not true for q(t). 
As already done in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we suppose that x0 = 0 and 
that P,, Q are homogeneous. We make use of the notations above intro- 
duced; in particular, the function tiO will be chosen as 1.4 + or U-, $I will 
have to vanish the coefficient C,Z,,-., and it will be real because of (3.1). 
The same hypothesis also implies that the functions 1(/*, 1,9~, . . . . tik-, will be 
real (see Proposition 2.4). The aim of Assumptions (3.2) and especially 
(3.3) is to enable us to find It/k, vanishing the coefficient C,z, _ ,- k + r, in 
such a way that it has nonnegative imaginary part. We state all1 this in a 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Under the above hypotheses it is possible to choose functions 
tjO = u*, $I) tik so that the (respective) coefficient CI~m-r-k+ 1 is identically 
equal to zero in a neighborhood of 0. The functions til, & are analytic at 
0, $1 is real, & (0) =O, Im $Jx) > C [xl* near 0; C denotes a positive 
constant. 
ProoJ We need a precise notation, taking into account not only the 
possibility of considering the bicharacteristic strip through (0, 5”) or that 
through (0, -to), but also the two determinations of the rth root, when r 
is even. By the Cauchy-Kovalevsky theorem there exists an analytic 
solution, which we shall denote with $z@, of the Cauchy problem 
i 
c c,+ g= @(Q(x, Vu’))“’ 
;=o 
J (3.4) 
on x1 =O. 
The signs in (3.4) vary according to the presence or the absence of the 
circle : for instance II/ : o satisfies the equation 
&.g= - (Q(x, vu+))“‘. 
i I 
The choice of the sign in the circle, in (3.4), is allowed only when r is even 
(see the proof of Lemma 2.5); moreover, since we are looking for a real 
function $1, we consider only those determinations of sign + such that the 
right hand side of (3.4) is real. The function $r will be one of the solutions 
of (3.4). 
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Omitting for a while the determinations of sign, the function $k must 
instead be searched for among the solutions of the equation 
rK;-’ c cjc= 1 Q’6’(x,vu) q-gk-l. 
i J ISI=k-I 
In order that there exist a solution ijk with ek(0) = 0, Im I,$~(x) > C IX/~, it 
is sufficient to set K:@(x) = xj c,*(a$1+ @,/ax,), from which result (see 
Lemma 6.1.4 in [7]) 
[@(c:(O))-’ (Q(O,+~“))“‘]kP’ (K:@(O))‘-‘Im c c,?(O) 
.&. [QUk-lkd (4vu+(x))I I,,o>O 
J 
(recall that (all/:@/ax,)(O) = @(c:(O)))’ (Q(0, *to))“‘); here e,= 
(1, 0, . . . . O)ER”. 
Therefore necessarily 
[@(Q<O, ,~“))“‘I’-’ C@(cf(O))-’ <Q<o, +t’))“‘l”-’ 
.z (O)>O, (3.5) 
where q+ stands for Im QCCk- ‘M on the null bicharacteristic strip through 
(0, kc”). Thus we are brought to see in which cases (3.5) holds true: this 
will depend on the positiveness of Q(0, to), c:(O), and (dq+/dt)(O) and on 
the parity of r and k. 
Suppose first that r is even: we have then four choices of sign in (3.5). 
If + 0 or + 0, then we need Q(0, 5”) > 0 and, if k is even, 
c~(O)(dq+/dt)(O)>O; when instead k is odd then (dq+/dt)(O)>O, 
(dq +/dt)(O) < 0, respectively. 
If - 0, it is needed that Q(0, 5’) < 0 and the condition (3.5) becomes 
therefore 
(C;(0))k-‘s (0) > 0. (3.6) 
Suppose k is even; then (3.6) holds true when cc (O)(dq+/dt)(O) > 0. If k is 
odd, in order that (3.6) be satisfied, we need (dq+/dt)(O) -e 0 if m odd or 
(dq+/dt)(O) > 0 if m even. 
At last, if - 0, again Q(0, 5’) < 0 is required; in this case (3.5) becomes 
(-c;(O))k- ’ (dq-/w)(O) < 0. (3.7) 
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As in the immediately foregoing situation, (3.7) is verified, if k is even, 
when CT (O)(dq+/dt)(O) > 0; if k is odd it is required then (dq+/dt)(O) > 0 
or (dq +/dt)(O) < 0 according to whether, respectively, m is odd or even. 
Summing up, we have thus proved the lemma when r is even. 
The proof goes similarly when r is odd. In this case we do not have the 
determination of the sign in the circle, so (3.5) becomes 
[(c:(O))-’ (Q(O,f<O))l’r]k--l z (O)>O. (3.5)’ 
Let us begin by choosing the sign + and suppose k odd; then we must 
require (dq+/dt)(O) > 0. On the other hand, if k is even, in order that (3.5)’ 
hold it is necessary that c:(O) have the same sign as Q(0, t’)(dq+/df)(O). 
Consider now the bicharacteristic strip through (0, -co), that is the 
choice with the - in (3.5)‘, and remark that 
fg (O)= (-l)k+lT (0). 
When k is odd then we need (dq+/dr)(O) > 0. On the other hand, when k 
is even then c:(O) is required not to have the same sign as 
Q(O, 50)(4 +PtW). 
This concludes the case in which r is odd; the lemma is therefore 
completely proved. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Once given the function $k as in Lemma 3.2, we 
can find the remaining phase functions tjk + i, l/lk + *, . . . . II/, _ 1 in the usual 
way (that is, by imposing the vanishing of the related coefficients in (2.4): 
only Proposition 2.4 and the Cauchy-Kovalevsky theorem are needed). At 
this point we proceed as in the proof of the previous theorem, by solving 
the transport equations first and then obtaining estimates similar to those 
in (2.22), (2.23). We define the function u1 in the same way as before. This 
time, however, we have 
here K is a small compact neighborhood of 0, C a positive constant 
(depending on E > 0). 
Therefore, if 1= 2BeLN, 
lu,; K, s, TV - E[ . I’PVj;y”; K, s, tj - ~1 
dCexp[8MN-LN”+2~,+,(2Be~N)‘-~-‘+2drl””(2Be~N)””] 
+ Cexp[8MN+c,(2BeLN)‘-k+c,+,(2BeLN)’-k-’ 
+ 2 d~““(2Be’N)““]. (3.8) 
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We choose then c>max(r-k- 1, r/s); since ck ~0, when s> r/(r-k) 
the right hand side in (3.8) decreases to zero as N goes to infinity, while 
lu,; C(K)1 2 1. This, because of Lemma 1.3, concludes the proof of the 
theorem. 
Remark 3.3. The results proved here hold true also for the “projective” 
Gevrey classes. More precisely we can define, under the notations of 
Section 1, 
G<">(Q) = lim @IJI G'"'(K, q) 
KciZq-0 
For these spaces it happens that G<“>(a) c G’“‘(O) c G<‘+‘)(Q) for every 
E > 0; thus, under the assumptions of Theorems 2.1, 3.1, the operators there 
considered are not (s)-locally solvable at x0 when s> r/(r - l), 
s > r/( r - k), respectively. 
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